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Beloveds, It is I, Yeshua. 
 
I come to you at this particular sacred time of your life experience.  When Metatron set that 
beginning template in motion, as some of you were physically present at that Convergence 
space in the Earth, all members of this Seating of the Divine, all members of the Crucible 
Collective benefited.  It was the duty of those present to take it into their bodies, into the 
body’s consciousness, integrate it, and transmit it into the Crucible.  It took almost 60 days 
from that very event, that happening, that brought us to this particular juncture, where that 
template would be usable to set another Light Template in motion.  And we are here, now, 
all of us, gathered together, united in the energetics of the Light Energies within the 
Crucible, the very Holy Crucible of Light that was co-created by each one of us.  It is 
continually added to and expanded as we use it.   
 
So this evening, there are two anomalies that MUST be removed from the body’s memory 
codes, the physical human body’s memory codes.  Most specifically, the latest one being the 
result of the crucifixion.  There was another anomaly that has plagued humanity for a very 
long period, and that is the final cataclysm in Atlantis.  Many of you were there then; many 
of you were there at the crucifixion.  And those memory codes in the human body, in the 
human psyche in 3rd dimension are still functioning.  It was over 250,000 years of your time 
sequence of 3rd dimension that that template continues to manifest and affect your 
consciousness, your body, your energetic field.  It is time now to resurrect it, resurrect YOU, 
from the influence of those two major events.   
 
They evolved around loss of the vitality of the human body.  It was through a 3rd 
dimensional perception that that template of loss of life and the fear, the deep fear, 
surrounding that occurred.  Many of you know in your consciousness, in that consciousness 
of your SoulSpirit, that that is invalid.  But the pull that the human body has on you at the 
level of your Soul, the level of your Spirit, when you occupy such a vehicle, is very very 
strong.   
 
So, together, I will lead you into this time-space convergence, so that both events that so 
devastated the human consciousness and the memory codes within that body, that 3rd 
dimensional body, can be eliminated.  And the consciousness of the SoulSpirit will be the 
sovereign influence.  You HAVE within you now a functioning OverSoul, a functioning 
Universal Mind/Source Mind which is in the 8th chakra.  Both of these crucial energetic 
states reside in your Sacred Heart.  They have descended into the body.  And after our work 
this evening, they will no longer be absent from the body for long periods of time. 
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[7:56]   
 
So, if you will take a deep breath….. 
Be in the consciousness of your Light Body. 
Be in that 5th Dimensional Christ Consciousness within your Light Body, 
 however that is for you individually. 
Honor your individuality, that Divine Individuality….. 
 
Now be fully within your Merkaba Vehicle,  
 which is your vehicle that travels all time, all dimensions…  
 can take you into states where there is no time, there is no space… 
  there is no dimension…  
pure Consciousness, pure Source Consciousness….. 
 
As you enter into the Sacred Space of Earth… where all time-space converges. 
You enter in your Merkaba Vehicle… in that space of that Convergence….. 
 
Take a breath – I am with you, Beloveds….. 
 
Now, let us pull into this time-space Convergence of Earth 
 our full Consciousness of our individuality that is beyond all time-space… 
 Pure Christ Consciousness….. 
Each one of you has the individual Sacred Christed Energy. 
 
You begin to extricate from the memory codes of Earth the events, ALL of the events that 
transpired in the final cataclysm of Atlantis, where not only human life was lost but Earth 
was almost lost.  And the pain of that was tremendous.  And the memory of that pain was 
tremendous.  Don’t feel it in your emotions.  Recognize it from that no time-space, where 
there is complete sovereignty over every part of you, every part of your consciousness, 
every part of your body.  And in that 5th/6th/7th Dimension of your nine-body systems, there 
is complete sovereignty in the emotions.   
 
There is only a neutrality in those emotions…….   Recognizing the duty at hand – 
which is to simply extricate the memory codes within Mother Earth, within the Elementals, 
the Element of Fire, the Element of Water, the Earth Element, and the Air Element, 
extricating all memory of that event….. 
 
We are with you, every member in this Crucible.   
But the duty is yours, individually and collectively as humans -- Christed humans…   
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[14:33]   
 
In this space, in this consciousness, recognize who you ARE… as a Christed human… 
Recognize the Light that you hold in this space…  
   the power that is yours…  
 as a Christed human to create… according to the original blueprint. 
This anomaly that has been within Mother Earth for such a long time  
 is NOT in alignment with that Christed Blueprint. 
And you have removed it..... 
 
Now, that it is removed, fill that void immediately with Christed Light… 
 It is within you, within that 11th chakra… 
Draw it through your body, through the Triadic fields,  
 and direct it into the center of Mother Earth, 
 anchoring it within the Christed Matrix, 
 activating that Matrix to a new state of vibration,  
  that is far beyond any dimensional restriction….. 
 
Take another deep breath…… 
 
Feel the Power of that Christ Consciousness, creative Consciousness, 
 within your Soul, within your Spirit. 
 
Direct it into YOUR body, into YOUR body’s consciousness… 
Pull out the memory codes that are lodged there… 
 through your lineage, through your human lineage. 
Pull out all cords that bind this anomaly into the body’s consciousness… 
 into the mental-emotional body… of that body system, the nine-body system… 
But most specifically, in that first three bodies:   
 the physical body,  
 the etheric body – this is important because this is your energetic body 
  where your chakras are affected, 
 and here again, the mental-emotional body, 
  so that is clear and resonating at a higher frequency……. 
 
Take a deep breath……. 
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[19:16] 
 
Here again, direct the Christ Consciousness,  
 the Christed Light of that Undifferentiated Light in your 11th chakra, 
through the body, through the Triadic System,  
 directing it into your physical body at all levels: 
  every chakra… 
  every organ… 
  into the bones… deep within the skeletal system… 
  within the Heart and the circulatory system… 
  into the glands… 
  the liquids of the body are purified with this Light… 
 and into the mental-emotional body. 
 
Notice the change:  you are resurrecting the body!...... 
 The Joy that is within that mental-emotional body… the ecstasy – finally! 
These deep-seated anomalies are gone!.......  
 
From the time of Atlantis, those final days of cataclysm,  
 where all was about to be lost is now resurrected  
 through your body’s resurrection…… 
 through the Earth’s resurrection….. 
 
Take another deep breath……. 
 
[22:11]  Now, we must go to the time in the tomb after the Crucifixion. 
 
You are in this time-space convergence. 
You are in your Light Bodies, Beloveds. 
 You are not in your 3rd dimensional physical body. 
You are in your Light Body, in your Merkaba Field….. 
 
You are in a state of no time-no space-no dimension. 
 And you are clear Christ Consciousness….. 
 
Many of you had no idea of the trauma and devastation to the physical body that I utilized.  
Recognize in this moment that I am with you in my Light Body, in my Merkaba Field, in the 
suspension of no time-no space.  I am with you…  And we are here to remove all memory 
codes, all trauma, all blame… to others in that community, to each one of us who thought 
we failed, momentarily, or perceived that we could have done it better.   
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[25:00] 
All of these things are errors brought about by the trauma to that body that I was using.  The 
effect of that mutilation had that kind of effect on all humanity that came after that time, 
through the various lineages, human lineages….. 
 
This particular anomaly did not affect the Earth, Mother Earth herself, but it affected 
humanity.  It affected you individually.  It affected every lineage coming forth from those 
bodies that witnessed the crucifixion… 
 
So, I speak to you, each one of you in your Light Body, in your Merkaba Vehicle:  There is no 
space-no time.  Everything is pure Light, Christed Light.  This is where we are.  This is who we 
are…  
 
so that every individual from this juncture on who comes into an embodiment, a physical 
embodiment on Earth, comes in at a 5th Dimensional level, because of what is occurring at 
this very second…  The lineages are all benefiting.   
 
Take another deep breath….. 
 
[27:50]  Now, in your Light Body, in this state of consciousness, where you have no 
dimensional restriction, remove all of the memory codes from this event that caused you 
such guilt and pain… Remove them from every part of the human body, the human psyche.  
Remove them from the mental-emotional body of the physical……. 
 
Remove them from the Causal Body and the mental-emotional body of that Causal Body….. 
Remove that anomaly from the Recorder Cell in your brain….. 
 
And now let us replace it with the Christed Undifferentiated Light, as you draw it through 
your Light Body, you draw it through your physicality…   
 
And look at the changes in your chakra system of your etheric body.  Look how that etheric 
body Lights up – watch it!.....   
 
Look at the activation that is taking place in the Causal Body, so the memory codes, the 
master imprints that you have been trying to regain, are more accessible.  But they are 
accessible from pure Christ Consciousness, human Christ Consciousness….. 
And the purity of that mental-emotional body is filled with the Joy and Ecstasy that can 
function now freely without limit….. 
 
The mental-emotional body of the physical body is changed.   
And you have more accessibility to higher levels of emotional response… 
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[32:30]   
 
Now, journey back into this space where there is no time-space-or dimension.   
Be fully in your Light Body… 
 
Notice how beautiful you are, individually and collectively.  And that Light Body has a 
Radiance and Colors and Light that you have never witnessed prior to this moment.   
 
Together, let us set this memory code not just in the consciousness of the body that you are 
using in this time sequence, but the memory code in the Mind of you in that body:  in the 
mental-emotional body of the physical, the mental-emotional body in the Causal.  And that 
memory in the Mind of all humans, all lineages, from this moment forward.  It is there when 
their Soul leads them there.   
 
But, because you have placed it within your bodies, into your lineages, everything has 
changed.  And, because you are in that space of no time-no space-no dimension, there is no 
restriction of that time or space within the lineages of the human body for these imprints, 
these Light Imprints of Christ Consciousness, to be made, anchored, and available….. 
available through all dimensions, starting at the 5th Dimension, into the 6th and 7th, 8th, and 
so on.  All Dimensional sequences are involved.  All time sequences are involved….. 
 
[36:36]  So, now, it is time for you to return. 
We leave this time-space-convergence docking and undock your Merkaba Vehicle… 
 
You leave nothing.   
You carry with you everything that you have done and the memory of that –  
You take it with you in your Light Body, in your Merkaba Vehicle, as you enter into your 
present iteration, into your body, into 5th Dimension, anchoring yourself in Christ 
Consciousness in 5th Dimension in a fully enlightened Light Body and into your physicality, 
into the consciousness, into the memory codes of you at that Soul level……. 
 
But most importantly, into your physical body… comfortable, more comfortable in that body 
than you have ever been since you took your first breath, because, now, you carry a fully 
enlightened Light Body.  And this changes your physical body, takes it out of that complete 
anchoring and hold of 3rd dimension…  so that there is a portion of that body that can now 
resonate with your 5th Dimensional Consciousness.   
 
But most important here is that you, as the individual Divine expression, will navigate more 
fully in your Light Body.  And your physical body will not have the hold on you, because you 
are able to hold this Christ Consciousness in your Light Body.  Big Difference!....... 
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[40:21]   
There is a sovereignty that you will be able to hold, Beloveds, a sovereignty in the body.  And 
you will be able to direct the body in ways that you are yet to experience. 
 

Understand – we have done this.  We have done our duty as the individual Christ 
expression.  But we have done it from a Collective, Unified Field of this Crucible that we 
have created together.  You will not be able to recreate this outside of the Crucible, outside 
of the power of the Collective of this group.  So do not have false expectations here.  It will 
take six months of the present time sequence for this event that you have just experienced 
to be completely integrated.   
 

We will visit this time-space-convergence again in the Conference.  It is important that you 
as individuals visit the Crucible often and recognize yourself in your Light Body.  Recognize 
your ability to enter that no time-no space, even though there is a dimensional frequency 
and sequence in play in your life.  You still can enter that space of Christ Consciousness 
within you, where you are in your Light Body, in your Merkaba, and you lift yourself into 
that sovereign space, that sovereignty over the body, and enter a no time-no space 
sequence, where you revitalize your Christ Consciousness, because you do not have the 
limitations of the 3rd dimensional body and you do not have the time the limitations of time 
or any kind of space, including the Earth that is not fully transformed, because the Christed 
Matrix within her is not fully and completely activated.   
 

But at this meeting, the revitalization of that Christed Matrix expanded exponentially and 
will continue to expand through your intercession in your body, as we continue our journey 
together.  And also within the next six months, when these events that we have just 
transmuted and recreated a different Light Template for you at that individual, personal, 
physical level, your lineage, your body’s lineage, and the Earth itself.  You contributed to 
that Christed Matrix activation.  And you will continue to do so, as we move forward in this 
sequence. 
 

I am honored to have such co-creators to firmly set this Christ Consciousness in motion in 
ways that I could not do and accomplish when I was embodied as Yeshua on Planet Earth. 
 

So, I depended on each one of you to help me, because you have bodies, you have Christ 
Consciousness, and you have creative abilities that can co-create with me.  We are all 
dedicated to the raising of Planet Earth.  We are invested in human consciousness and 
further implantation of the Element of Love.   
 

So, as we close this most important Easter feast of the resurrection, it takes on new 
meaning to each one of us.  And we are in great gratitude to each other.  We are in great 
gratitude to the All That Is.  And we stand, as always, Heart to Heart, Soul to Soul, Spirit to 
Spirit.  And we are united. 

 

Blessings! 


